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CURATING ZIMOUN:
AN INTRODUCTION
Maya Allison

Zimoun’s art work is sculpture, music, composition,

our visual field with grid upon grid of minute vari-

tual, expressive, technical, natural, open, rigid, and

field is filled with texture: every element makes

soundscape, and installation; it is minimalist, concep-

introducing the book-length monograph on the
artist that the NYUAD Art Gallery will publish
in April of 2019.

The next two movements are long and narrow. Upon

“mechanized”), and it’s not chance operations, though

In the interview published in this brochure, Zimoun

desk and 37 Prepared DC-Motors, 85 m Rope, Steel Washers

beyond the prosaic materials from which each instal-

as audible buildings that can be entered and explored

in dialogue with all of these. Stripped of referents,

lation is made, the work conjures myriad associations
while evading categorization.

Nor does the title of a given artwork offer an

interpretive door: each work is the sum of its parts.

Every single work title begins with a number (as in

317 Prepared DC-Motors, Paper Bags, Shipping Container),
as must an exhibition title. For his exhibition at
the Art Gallery of New York University Abu Dhabi

(the “NYUAD Art Gallery”), the exhibition title had to

be limited to Zimoun because to further title the exhibition would require confirmation of the exact number
of each kind of component in the entire show, and the
title went to press before those were locked in.

Without a cue from the artwork’s title, the viewer

tells Alexander Scholz: “I like to think of my works
as much with your ears as with your eyes.”

When the visitor explores these “audible buildings”
they traverse an architectural/sonic composition.

ø 40 mm: a wall of dancing washers on threads tinkle

and clatter delicately on a thin shelf. Turn a corner,

and 192 Prepared DC-Motors, Wooden Sticks 2.4 m, a long,
long stretch of tall vertical wooden sticks spin and

thrum against the wall of an 18-meter-long corridor.
That corridor opens up into a double-height space

of sound, and in the case of Zimoun, this can be under-

meters, 269 Prepared DC-Motors, Cotton Balls, Cardboard

sections of the music are referred to as “movements”
stood literally, as the body moves through different

sound (and visual) spaces. The exhibition at the NYUAD
Art Gallery comprises six movements: six physical
spaces, through which the viewer’s movements create

the sequence and duration of the overall composition.

where a cylinder of cardboard boxes soars to eight

Boxes 60x60x60 cm. A rumble emits from an aperture

at the base, and if one climbs inside the hollow column,
one sees that each box supports a motor, spinning
a cotton ball against the cardboard, thunderous.

Move forward, move back, large room, small room:

Opposite that cylinder is a small door, leading into

experience of this six-part composition.

the exhibition: here a field of small (20 cm) sticks,

one can speed up and slow down and reverse one’s

In the exhibition mounted at the NYUAD Art Gallery,

Here Zimoun excels: at every turn he extends work as

through the windows of the gallery: 12 Ventilators,

far into our peripheral vision as possible, filling

entering the building one encounters both the reception

In the world of musical compositions, different

is left to make their own interpretations, and must

rely solely on direct experience from one’s senses.
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implied, inviting the viewer in to hear.

sound, repeated in row upon row upon row of activity.

chaotic. It is not new media, not glitch, not interac-

tive, not even really kinetic art (he prefers the term
This essay is an excerpt from a longer essay

ations on repeat. As with the visual field, the aural

suggesting wind or water’s surface—sound is evoked,

the first movement is silent, seen from the street,

21 m² Polyethylene Foil, a surface ripples and dances,

the center of the gallery, and the central piece of

20 meters deep and 10 meters wide, dance from a rain
of thread attached to spinning motors almost five

meters above. This is a new commission by the NYUAD

Art Gallery for this exhibition: 510 Prepared DC-Motors,
2142 m Rope, Wooden Sticks 20 cm.
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Finally, through another door into another corridor,

the final movement. Here, similarly small sticks spin,
but lining another long wall, on a thin shelf, the small

precision of the mechanisms lying behind the unpredictability of all phenomena.”

1

sticks are tapping inside small cardboard boxes:

Zimoun’s audio is a natural consequence of the object’s

Cardboard Boxes 10x10x10 cm.

audio composition. What we hear is what we see, and

31 Prepared DC-Motors, 31 m Rope, Wooden Sticks 19 cm,

action, producing a uniquely integrated visual and

In 2014, the editor Alexander Scholz visited Zimoun’s

Still, viewers often describe the audio effect of

Zimoun has been exhibiting and performing extensively

rivers—producing a dissonance between the sounds of the

for the better part of two decades now, Scholz’s interview
stands as one of the most comprehensive texts on Zimoun’s
practice to date, and it is republished in this brochure.

Scholz links the many threads at work in Zimoun’s practice.

his work as sounding like nature—rain, wind, thunder,

natural world and the visuals of industrial mechanics.
It might look like a city and sound like an ocean, or

look like a warehouse and sound like a thunderstorm.

He draws connections to the Swiss physicist Hans Jenny’s

Like the described tension between sound and visuals,

machines” of artist/designer Bruno Munari. He also iden-

ical referents. It has the spatial awareness of Fred

studies of sound wave phenomena, and to the “useless

tifies the “pareidolia” effect in Zimoun’s audio: the
scientific term for our strong impulse to find familiar
references in unfamiliar stimuli (such as the sound of

rain from wires on cardboard boxes). Scholz’s interview

offers a rare look into the artist’s working process and

thinking that produces these uncategorizable experiences.
The curator Guido Comis once described Zimoun’s work

as revealing “what is otherwise invisible: the absolute
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missed, nor can the flourishing of industry. As with any

to the installation and its spatiality, foiling every

this dissonance: a river rushing under highway traffic,

associations shift and destabilize our relationship

attempt to settle into a single metaphor, sense memory,
or art-historical genealogy.

the work also shuttles across conflicting art historSandback, the chance operations of John Cage, the

Perhaps because his work is so multi-valent, Zimoun

has been curated into a staggering range of exhibition

themes, including an exhibition that I curated in 2011,
Nostalgia Machines, at the David Winton Bell Gallery
at Brown University, in the US. All of the machines in

that exhibition generated sensations in the viewer that
connoted nostalgia in some way, backward-looking even

sound is often used in cinema for scenes of nostalgia.

work, as this exhibition is solo. It is also his first

Every attempt to describe Zimoun’s work includes
comparisons to nature, to urban landscapes, and to

of order and disorder merge, and dissonance can become
resonance surrounds us, in the audible landscapes

and visible soundscapes that we inhabit every day.

MAYA ALLISON

Chief Curator

New York University Abu Dhabi

Filler Wire 1.0 mm, sounded a bit like rain, and that

of Arte Povera. It is pure texture, but can never be
we see and hear (boxes, motors, sticks, string).

As within Zimoun's "audible buildings," the textures

forward. For example, Zimoun’s 150 Prepared DC-Motors,

Today, at the NYUAD Art Gallery, his work appears

abstract because it is concrete: we can name what

wild plants finding a way through crevices in concrete.

as we still imagine technology to be a thing that looks

controlled grid of Sol Lewitt, the hypnotics and sense
of play of Marcel Duchamp, and the humble materials

urban center, one of the “modern” human conditions is

resonance upon close observation. That dissonance/

vice versa, producing a deeply satisfying agreement
among the senses.

studio for an in-depth interview on his practice. Although

music, to minimalism and to technology. Scale and

without any overarching interpretive, thematic frameappearance in the Arabian Gulf. What valence will it
find here? Perhaps the same one it would find in any

urban center: the intersections of natural and mechanical landscapes, as in the UAE’s urban peripheries,

where the forceful power of our landscape cannot be

1. From the essay published on
the occasion of an installation
by Zimoun at the Swiss arts
center, LAC (Lugano Arte
e Cultura), in 2014: Guido
Comis & Cristina Sonderegger,
Zimoun – 36 ventilators, 4.7
m3 packing chips, 956 prepared
dc-motors, 60 medical infusion
sets..., Edizioni Sottoscala,
Art Museum Lugano, softcover
40 pages, 2014, English/Italian
ISBN 978-88-95471-20-4.
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MOTOR CITIES
Alexander Scholz

Visually, the Swiss artist Zimoun’s kinetic sculptures

are architectural manifestations of the machine age:

hundreds of simple, meticulously assembled, and methodically distributed contraptions whir away in concert.

This essay was adapted from an interview
published in HOLO Magazine in 2014.
Photos courtesy of Rolf Siegenthaler
for HOLO magazine unless otherwise noted.

Enter these pristine formations and their mechan-

ical pulse reveals an unlikely pattern. Trickling rain,
rustling leaves, babbling brooks—the lush soundscapes
that swell within evoke the majesty of nature.

It is a beautiful July day in Bern, Switzerland’s

charming capital. Zimoun and I are both in good spirits:

me because this visit is happening after all, and Zimoun
because his summer break has just begun. Every year, the

artist takes a two-month hiatus from his hectic exhibition schedule in order to focus on new works in his

studio. Since interest in his kinetic sound sculptures

skyrocketed several years ago, the wiry young gentleman

now leading me through picturesque alleys has spent more
time on the road than at his workbench. Just back from
solo shows in Norway and France, he shows no signs of

exhaustion from his tireless assembly work. For me,
An old filing cabinet stores some of Zimoun’s
more precious components. While the fader
motors in the top left drawer still wait
to shine, the Styrofoam trays of solenoids
(handled by the artist) have a history.
Hundreds of these were part of a 2006
computer-controlled, wood-knocking,
Untitled Sound Object at Stadtgalerie Bern.
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the number of immaculate configurations he’s erected
around the world is just as staggering as the myriad
constituent parts that whir within.

Critical mass permeates Zimoun’s practice. Only when

the artist has arranged enough components—identical,
motorized units of unassuming industrial parts—into

7

a uniform architecture can his creations be brought

to life. The undulating motions within a wall-mounted
curtain of 216 rotating filler wires installed at Ars

Electronica in Linz filled a room with a fine, metallic
rippling; a table of 97 compressed air-infused rubber
hoses at the Kunstmuseum Liechtenstein flailed fran-

tically to a pattering score; fixed to a towering wall
of 80 cardboard boxes in Sarasota’s Ringling Museum,
motorized cotton balls drummed up an avalanching

rumble. Step into a room with one of Zimoun’s hardware
store-supply formations and you’ll hear echoes of the
great outdoors.

“I’m still perplexed at how simple, mechanical systems
can generate such lively, rich textures,” the artist

says about his work as we pass over a bridge. “It’s not
unlike the sound of this river.” He stops and we tune

in to the torrent below. “At first, it just seems like
noise. But listen closely and you’ll realize that the

sound is infinitely complex and constantly changing.”

It’s these micro-structures in constant flux that he’s
looking to create. “A sound that remains interesting,
even though... nothing is happening.”

Matching nature’s complexity is a tall order in any

domain. While I have difficulties filtering the finer

acoustics of the Aar river from Bern’s equivalent of rush
hour traffic, I know that Zimoun’s analogy is spot on.

8

The meticulous organization of Zimoun’s studio
matches the precision of his works. Sorted into
an array of shelves, boxes, and plastic bags, his
tools and assembly supplies are both in storage
and on display. “For easy access and visual
cues,” says the artist. “Because you never know
when inspiration hits.”
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There’s a similar sense of absence—a lack of direction,

the handiwork is done. A well-stocked, wall-filling

mines both natural patterns and his works. What makes

yields everything Zimoun needs for his craft. We pause

intent, beginning, or end—in the repetition that deter-

them interesting are the indefinite, intangible irregularities that reign within. Caught between higher order
and idiosyncrasy, all we can do is speculate. Italian
design luminary Bruno Munari called the reductive

mobiles he cobbled together from simple, everyday materials in the mid-20th century “useless machines” because
they did not produce goods or eliminate labor. “Useless”
in a Munari sense, Zimoun’s prepared motors don’t turn
gears other than those within the mind.

Zimoun’s treasures come to light: loudspeakers of all

sizes, extra-large industrial lightbulbs, mobile phone

vibrators, Styrofoam trays of solenoids. With the pride
and fervor of a collector, he presents some highlights

in detail. “Beautiful, right?” he says of a simple fader
motor, and muses whether the engineer even considered
its aesthetics. At the moment, Zimoun has no plans to

use the component. “I just like to look at it,” he says.
Zimoun’s unrivaled favorite within the repository

ago you couldn’t set foot in here,” Zimoun laughs as we

his works. “What an awesome little piece of machinery,”

enter unit 358, a spacious, light-filled workspace on

the third floor. High ceilings, a window front offering a

panoramic view over Bern, no trace of the aforementioned

chaos. We’re in a former classroom, I learn. Before it was
claimed by local artists, this imposing building, now
known as PROGR, was a school.

The tour I get covers only a few meters, and yet it
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in front of an old filing cabinet. Drawers open and

Our stroll through the old town of Bern ends at the gaping
entrance to a grand neo-classical edifice. “Until an hour

An ongoing pet project of 13 years, Zimoun’s
prepared piano is part of the artist’s regular
routine. “I’ve developed my own way of playing
it—more like a drummer than a pianist—and
I do so every other day,” he says.

workbench that would make any DIY enthusiast smile

takes an hour. Past a piano, prepared beyond recognition (“I play it almost every day”), a few steps lead

to a spotless desk area where computers and recording
equipment reign. A turn and a few steps more is where

is the signature type of DC motor that powers most of
he beams and reaches for one from a collection of
about 25 that sit on a shelf, lined up and ready to

be deployed. “They’re meant for automatic window

shutters, but the raw, simple design fits so perfectly

with my work that I almost feel like they were made

for me.” Zimoun goes on to explain the motor’s exceptional range, from three to 24 volts, that allows for

flexible rotation speeds in different installation

set-ups, its unmatched construction, and its resilience.

“It’s virtually unbreakable and can run in installations
for months on end.” Unfortunately for Zimoun, produc-

tion of this particular motor was phased out years ago.
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With available alternatives being more costly and less

also how the larger, more involved assemblies he can’t

show in Ghent, where he had assembled 186 sizable

a dealer. “Whenever I had some extra money lying around

piece of 186 motorized cardboard boxes, for example,

ball, into an unruly quarry of sound. Full of enthu-

robust, he soon began buying up remaining stock from
I invested it in these motors, always nervous that

somebody might get in ahead of me.” Eventually, Zimoun
bought all of the remaining stock with the aid of a

bank loan. “Since then, I have been at peace,” he smiles.
Inspecting a rejected prototype now relegated to

the sidelines (“Useless! The wired wooden ball sounded
much too aggressive on the cardboard”), I ask Zimoun
how he composes complexity from such basic parts.
“For me, composition is all about the creation of

fully simulate in his studio come to be. A colossal

began as a behavior study of 20 motors inside a single

to its location, the materials and mechanics recur.

This continuity is both deliberate and inherent. Rather
than viewing his works separately (“I never start at

zero”), Zimoun speaks of an ongoing research, and how

each installation bears the idea for the next. Driven

prepared boxes were not only the “big sound objects”

you’ve got Zimoun’s method of iteration figured out,

he was looking for, but emitted an exciting new thrum.

an unexpected sensation comes along.

Over the next three years, the artist tried every

possible cardboard configuration to explore the mate-

Infusion Sets, Water, Fire, Metal Sheets in the

rial’s potential: 96 upright boxes scattered around
as rumbling pedestals; 318 boxes assembled into a

sizzles sounded strange, if not alien. No strumming

colossal walk-in bunker; 112 stacked to form a cascading

wires, no rumbling cardboard, no motor-powered balls.

wall. Cardboard was also used to construct compact

Instead, with each drop of water that fell from the

sound objects, or coat whole rooms, wallpaper-like.

array of suspended vessels and evaporated into tiny

Working against the material were motorized balls of

jets on the candle-heated metal sheets below, a new

hiss. As corrosion slowly ate away at the plates, an

ominous terrain of ‘hot springs’ formed. Knowing how
reluctantly Zimoun adds new materials to the mix,

interested in I usually have a pretty good idea how

shortly after cardboard made a debut. It was autumn
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fill.” Stacked into a jagged U-shaped façade, Zimoun’s

repeating himself. On the contrary: whenever you think

I can only imagine his thrill over this influx of new

multiplication will transform it,” he says. That is

big space,” he said. “Too big for my other materials to

tinkerer to gradually expand his practice without ever

by (Swiss) reductive principles, he recycles, revisits,
and recombines. “Once I have a single sound that I’m

venue was the trigger. “The Vooruit in Ghent is a pretty

budget, and manpower on site; enough variables for the

MeetFactory in Prague, for example, the arrhythmic

While each of these “sound sites” is unique and specific

to work with it, and that ultimately the size of the

vidual parts, the properties of the venue, available

organizes the sculpture generating it. “I like to think
and explored as much with your ears as with your eyes.”

distinct resonant properties, how he had long wanted

is carefully negotiated between the size of the indi-

When, in May 2013, the artist installed 60 Medical

of my works as audible buildings that can be entered

siasm for the new material, he raved about cardboard’s

box. The number of components that shapes a new piece

space,” he says, indicating that the artistic process

behind each ecstatic rustle or rumble is the same that

boxes, each equipped with a DC motor powering a cotton

stimuli. I recall our very first Skype conversation,
2010, and the artist had just returned from a solo

cotton, cork, felt, or plastic, and isolated wires or
Just a few steps from the artist’s workbench,
shelves, and cabinets, is a spotless desk area
where computers and recording equipment
reign. Here, Zimoun produces his formalist
sound works, many of which have been issued
as limited editions by Leerraum [ ], the
art label he founded in 2003 with graphic
designer Marc Beekhuis.

cords of hemp, orchestrating ambiences both soothing
and majestic. For Zimoun, cardboard’s capacity is far
from exhausted: as I write this in late 2013, Zimoun

installed 307 boxes at the Museum Les Champs Libres

in Rennes, France—this time suspended to cover a 400
square meter ceiling and motorized to bump and grind
against one another with dull clattering.
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At the time of my visit, the diligent builder is just

days from his most recent cardboard spectacle and the

change of pace is slowly kicking in. “I am now at the
limit of what is humanly possible,” Zimoun admits about
his year-round schedule. I’m not surprised. It’s not

unusual for five or more of his works to be on display
in different parts of the world at any given time. Prior
to the trip he just returned from, Zimoun opened in

São Paolo, Moscow, Bern, and Kassel, where hundreds of
motors are whirring away as we speak. The key to his

output, he says, is a good team and painstaking inventory management. “It may sound funny, but I use Excel

spreadsheets to account for all of my motors,” Zimoun
says, explaining how he carefully lists every single

unit along with the installation it is being used in

or reserved for. The complexities, however, only begin
with inventory. For assembly, a labor-intensive process
that requires many hands, Zimoun coordinates assistants, collaborators, and hordes of volunteers, both

in his studio and on site—a process now so routine,

the artist can direct construction from afar. For example,
the eight meter-high walk-in tower of 425 motorized
cardboard boxes, commissioned for São Paulo’s NOVA

Cultura Contemporânea Festival in May 2012, was built

by permanent assistant Florian Bürki and a local crew.
If needed, the studio can also depend on a roster of

specialists with whom Zimoun has worked over the years.
A whole series of earlier Untitled Sound Objects was
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ABOVE

Before simplifying his approach by abandoning
microcontrollers, sensors, and multi-channel
recordings, solenoids were a mainstay
in Zimoun’s installation arsenal.
OPPOSITE

Zimoun, in collaboration with Hannes Zweifel
32 Prepared DC-Motors, 230 Light Tubes, 307
Cardboard Boxes 105 x 105 x 105 cm, 2013
motors, cardboard boxes, nylon, wood, metal,
power supplies, tube lighting system,
5.2 x 16.0 x 28.0 m
Installation view of Les Champs Libres,
Rennes, France
Courtesy of Zimoun ©
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created with fellow Swiss artist Pe Lang; engineer

materials,” he remembers. The first (undocumented)

compressed air-driven pieces; Bern-based architect

crumpled sheets of A4 paper, in which the tension

and robot builder Daniel Imboden helped with Zimoun’s
Hannes Zweifel co-produced some of the artist’s more

involved structures. The list of names attached to each
of Zimoun’s projects is long and leaves little doubt:
this studio runs like clockwork, and is constantly
optimized by the artist. “Efficiency is indeed an

obsession of mine,” he admits, eyes aglow. “With the
right tweaks I’m sure we could create even more!”

This clockwork wasn’t assembled overnight, of course.
When we come to speak of the past, we retrace a zig-zag
pursuit of interests the autodidact has held since his
youth. Born in 1977, Zimoun—a teenage nickname that
stuck—had mastered various instruments by the age

of seven, and played in numerous bands while dabbling
in drawing, animation, and photography (in 2000 he

received an Honorary Mention in the Swiss Youth Photo

work to do so was a container filled with 3,500

of the material created a continuous, soft crackling.

Unplugged and waiting for its next show under a plastic

tarpaulin, I discover another early (well-documented)

piece from 2005. Within the compartments of a vintage
vending machine, Zimoun installed speaker membranes
and volume regulating light sensors. Open one of the

24 doors, and instead of chocolate, there is an audio
loop from a contributing sound artist. Up to three

doors can be opened at the same time, allowing for a

total of 728 different sonic combinations. While Zimoun
deliberately simplified his work approach in subsequent
years, ultimately abandoning microcontrollers, sensors,

and multi-channel recordings, his penchant for thorough
technical accounts employed in titles, such as 24 sound
contributions in an automat, remained.

Award). Even his earliest sound experiments, I learn,

More than a Modernist schtick, Zimoun’s sober naming

wood, paper, aluminum, and foil. Published in limited

mundane materiality of his works and a reluctance

were determined by the properties of raw materials like
editions by Leerraum [ ], the art label he founded with
graphic designer Marc Beekhuis in 2003, his formalist

recordings could have been a career trajectory. Zimoun,

however, had other plans. “Instead of sounds that were
first recorded and played back later, I wanted to create
sound right in the room—in real time and with real

16

convention stems from a desire to foreground the

to interfere with how they’re read. Every piece must

speak for itself, the artist believes, and the less he

says about it, the better. It is audience reactions to

his works—or the immaculate documentation thereof—
that are hence worth observing. When one of Zimoun’s

compressed air-powered polysiloxane hoses coiled and

Zimoun
24 Sound Contributions in Automat, 2005
automat, speakers, amplifiers, light sensors,
mini sd-card players, 173 x 108 x 30 cm
Installation view of Museum of Fine Arts,
Bern, Switzerland
Courtesy of Zimoun ©
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hissed across a giant screen at Belgrade’s Resonate
Festival in March 2013 during a lecture, for example,
it prompted a few giggles; I too had to grin at the
slapstick struggle of the noodle brought to life.

Stronger still was the resonance when Zimoun showed
a swarm of prepared vibration motors from 2008.

The hectic confusion uncannily resembled a bustling ant

hill. When the artist explained that, during soldering,
a few of the creatures “jumped out of the box and made

a break for it,” the hall erupted in laughter. Things only
quietened down again after it was revealed that each of
these creatures had only three minutes to “live”: their
batteries were low-capacity and soldered into place.
The deceptive simplicity of Zimoun’s works is

a masterful setup: overwhelmed by a cacophony of

identical moving parts, our minds run wild with

associations. Programmed to make sense of the chaos,

we look for familiar patterns to match (scientists call
this effect “pareidolia”). We hear rain that does not

fall, identify a rhythm that’s not there, and see creatures that don’t exist. The longer we dwell, the more
eccentric individual components seem to behave, as

if eager to transcend uniformity and eventually break
free. During a joint show in Quebec City as part of

Mois Multi 2011 (which showed two of Zimoun’s works in

interplay), one of 225 ping-pong balls had come loose

and was now resting inside its cardboard cubicle while
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Zimoun
329 Prepared DC-Motors, Cotton Balls,
Toluene Tank, 2013
motors, cotton balls, filler wires, power
supply, lighting system, bench foundation,
toluene tank (1951), 12.8 x ø 9.4 m
Permanent installation in Dottikon,
Switzerland
Courtesy of Zimoun ©
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its peers rumbled along in theirs. “Look, there’s a

lazy one!” a visitor chuckled before Zimoun could put
it back to work. Natural grandeur or solitary struggle,
Zimoun’s stripped-down matrices inspire our full

capacity to imagine, project, and connect with even
the simplest of things.

The artist knows about the evocative power of his

works. “I think, there’s a code embedded in them that

resonates with people,” he says. “This code is universal
and underlies most natural phenomena.” The simpler his
kinetic system, the more resonant the code, and thus
the stronger the response, he believes. This interest
in rule-based systems, complexity, and immersion

is also the reason why Zimoun’s low-tech practice

(“My installations could have been realized exactly

like this 50 years ago”) resonates particularly well

within typically future-driven new media art circles.
Here, it can be read against a trope of works that

explore what Australian scholar Mitchell Whitelaw
identifies as “array aesthetics.” Similar to the way
Zimoun
329 Prepared DC-Motors, Cotton Balls,
Toluene Tank, 2013
motors, cotton balls, filler wires, power
supply, lighting system, bench foundation,
toluene tank (1951), 12.8 x ø 9.4 m
Permanent installation in Dottikon,
Switzerland
Courtesy of Zimoun ©
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Daniel Rozin’s kinetic mirrors generate unlikely

reflections from many moving parts, Zimoun invokes

“post-screen” mechanics to render improbable tapes-

tries of sound. This synesthesia of visible and audible
patterns also channels the observations of another
Swiss, physicist and natural scientist Hans Jenny.

In his 1967 book, Cymatics: A Study of Wave Phenomena

21

(which ignited an entire field of research), Jenny

commemorate the company’s centenary. “The CEO knew about

Alexander Scholz is a Berlin-based writer, creative

fluids and powders, revealing emergent symmetries

a visit,” recalls Zimoun. “The moment I stepped into that

practice, artistic research, and how tools and technologies

first documented the effects of sound vibrations on
that were far from the suspected chaos. For Laura
Blereau, director at New York’s bitforms gallery

(which, along with Rozin, has represented Zimoun

since 2009), the match with the gallery’s digital art

mandate is obvious: “Zimoun’s work profoundly deals

with automation,” she writes. “Machines are only ever

more present in our daily lives, and his work captures

the unique acoustics in these old tanks and invited me for
tank I knew that this was an exceptional opportunity.”

Indeed, at a height of nearly 13 meters and a diameter of

over nine, this voluminous echo chamber is among Zimoun’s
most ambitious installations to date. Close the tank’s

heavy door behind you and the serenity is all-consuming.
The unruly world is suspended, locked out.

rhythmic behavior of mechanically-driven gestures.”

I return to the unruliness of my own world the same

Undulating with the rhythm of festivals, art fairs,

back to Zurich, then back to Berlin. To find my way

and exhibitions, Zimoun’s works are temporary anomalies
in an unruly world. Even the spaces they’re installed
in seem to grapple with their uncanny order. Be it
footprints on the floor, subpar lighting above, or
fellow visitors’ chatter, “reality” seems eager to

get into the frame. Since June 2013, one of these

anomalies has persisted undisturbed. Hidden inside

a decommissioned 1951 toluene tank—Zimoun’s first

permanent installation site—329 black, motor-powered cotton balls tremble like a fine veil of black
spots against the light-drenched white hull. The

night. My train leaves at four o’clock in the morning,
to the station, I retrace the steps I took with Zimoun
earlier that day: the cozy café we had coffee at,

the PROGR building that houses his studio, the bridge

that connects to the old part of town. Below, now loud
and clear, the Aar river rushes by—rich, vibrant,
and infinitely complex.

director, and curator interested in interdisciplinary

inform creative processes. He is the founder and creative
director of HOLO, a periodical about emerging trajectories
in art, science, and technology, and contributing editor
at CreativeApplications.Net, the associated online
resource on digital art and design.

Beyond producing content within editorial frameworks,

Alexander has developed a variety of exhibition, symposium, and workshop formats for festivals such as ACT

(Gwangju, KR), Mapping (Geneva, CH), MUTEK (Montréal, CA),
and The Sooner Now (Berlin, DE). Sharing his work and

process regularly, he has presented internationally at

conferences and institutions including OFFF.MX (Mexico
City, MX), ELEKTRA (Montréal, CA), IAM (Barcelona, ES),
Circle of Light (Moscow, RU), and ZKM (Karlsruhe, DE).
Earlier initiatives include SCEEN, a periodical on
digital art and culture he published from 2005 to
2008, and GEE, a magazine on video game culture
he art directed from 2008 to 2009.

towering metal cylinder is one of several punctuating

the periphery of a chemical plant in the Swiss town of

Dottikon, and its artistic conversion (another collaboration with architect Hannes Zweifel) was commissioned to
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CHECKLIST
37 Prepared DC-Motors, 85 m Rope, Steel Washers ø 40 mm, 2019
motors, wood, metal, pvc, polyester, power supply, 2.25 x 9.26 m
192 Prepared DC-Motors, Wooden Sticks 2.4 m, 2016–2019
motors, wood, metal, pvc, power supply, 2.6 x 19.4 m
269 Prepared DC-Motors, Cotton Balls, Cardboard Boxes
60x60x60 cm, 2013–2019
motors, cardboard, cotton, metal, pvc, power supplies, 7.8 x ø 5.2 m
510 Prepared DC-Motors, 2142 m Rope, Wooden Sticks 20 cm, 2019
motors, polyester, wood, metal, pvc, power supplies, 4.3 x 9.6 x 24 m
31 Prepared DC-Motors, 31 m Rope, Wooden Sticks 19 cm, Cardboard Boxes
10x10x10 cm, 2019
motors, polyester, wood, cardboard, metal, pvc, power supply, 1.16 x 8.8 m
12 Ventilators, 21 m² Polyethylene Foil, 2019
air, metal, motors, polyethylene, tape, 2.30 x 10.10 m

Zimoun
25 Prepared DC-Motors, Filler Wire 1.0 mm
(detail), 2010
Motors, steel, power supply, aluminum profile,
60 x 100 x 5 cm
Installation view of Studio Zimoun, Bern,
Switzerland.
Courtesy of Zimoun ©
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ZIMOUN: BIOGRAPHY
SOLO EXHIBITIONS
2020
Figge Art Museum, Davenport, IA, USA
2019
Museo de Arte Contemporáneo (MAC), University of Chile,
Santiago de Chile, Chile
2018
Espacio Fundación Telefónica, Lima, Peru
Museum of Contemporary Art (MoCA) Busan,
Busan, Republic of Korea
Museum Art.Plus, Donaueschingen, Germany
2017
Den Rå Hal, Capital of Culture, Aarhus, Denmark
Kunst(Zeug)Haus, Rapperswil-Jona, Switzerland
Le Centquatre-Paris, Paris, France
2016
Museum of Fine Arts Musée des Beaux-Arts Le Locle,
Le Locle, Switzerland
Galleria Civica di Modena, Modena, Italy
Dr. Bhau Daji Lad Mumbai City Museum, Mumbai, India
Contemporary Calgary, Calgary, Alberta, Canada
2015
Museum of Transitory Art (MoTA), Ljubljana, Slovenia
LAC Lugano Arte e Cultura, Lugano, Switzerland
Knockdown Center, New York, NY, USA
Centrale for Contemporary Art, Brussels, Belgium
bitforms gallery, New York, NY, USA

GROUP EXHIBITIONS
2014
Museo d’arte della Svizzera Italiana, Lugano, Switzerland
Mannheimer Kunstverein, e.V., Mannheim, Germany
Beall Center for Art + Technology, Irvine, CA, USA
2013
Musée des Beaux-Arts de Rennes, Rennes, France
Les Champs Libres, Rennes, France
2012
Museu da Imagem e do Som (MIS), São Paulo, Brasil
Museum of Contemporary Art Metelkova (+MSUM),
Ljubljana, Slovenia
bitforms gallery, New York, NY, USA
2011
The John and Mable Ringling Museum of Art, Sarasota, FL, USA
Lydgalleriet, Bergen, Norway
Kunsthalle Luzern, Lucerne, Switzerland
Galerie Denise René, Paris, France
Gray Area Foundation for the Arts, San Francisco, CA, USA
Muzeul National de Artă Contemporană (MNAC),
Bucharest, Romania
2010
Kunstmuseum Liechtenstein, Liechtenstein
La Rada, Locarno, Switzerland
Kunstencentrum Vooruit, Ghent, Belgium
2006
Stadtgalerie, Bern, Switzerland
2005
TONUS-MUSIC LABOR, Bern, Switzerland
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2016
Taipei Fine Arts Museum, Taipei City, Taiwan
Kunstmuseum Thun, Thun, Switzerland
Museo de Arte Contemporáneo (MAC), University of Chile,
Santiago de Chile, Chile
International Digital Art Biennial (BIAN), Montreal, Canada
2015
Borusan Contemporary, Istanbul, Turkey
2014
National Art Museum of China, Beijing, China
2013
Seoul Museum of Art (SeMA), Seoul, Republic of Korea
Kunstmuseum Bern, Bern, Switzerland
Le Centquatre-Paris, Paris, France
Joel and Lila Harnett Museum of Art, University of Richmond,
Richmond, VA, USA
2012
Nam June Paik Art Center, Seoul Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea
Kuandu Museum of Fine Arts, Taipei City, Taiwan
Borusan Contemporary, Istanbul, Turkey

2011
Mois Multi – Recto-Verso, Québec, Canada
David Winton Bell Gallery, Brown University,
Providence, RI, USA
2010
Fondation Vasarely, Aix-en-Provence, France
Frankfurter Kunstverein, Frankfurt, Germany
International Biennial of Contemporary Art ULA-2010,
Mérida, Venezuela
2009
Kunstmuseum Bern, Bern, Switzerland
bitforms gallery, New York, NY, USA
2008
Miller Fine Arts Center, McMinnville, OR, USA
Kunsthalle Bern, Bern, Switzerland
2005
Kunstmuseum Bern, Bern, Switzerland
Kunsthalle Bern, Bern, Switzerland

PUBLIC COLLECTIONS & PERMANENT WORKS
Haus der elektronischen Künste (HeK), Basel, Switzerland
Museum of Contemporary Art (MoCA) Busan, Busan, Republic of Korea
Museo d'arte della Svizzera Italiana, Lugano, Switzerland
The John and Mable Ringling Museum of Art, Sarasota, FL, USA
Museo de Arte Contemporáneo (MAC), University of Chile,
Santiago de Chile, Chile
Kunstmuseum Thun, Thun, Switzerland

Borusan Contemporary, Istanbul, Turkey
Kunst(Zeug)Haus, Rapperswil-Jona, Switzerland
Fondation Villa Datris, L'Isle-sur-la-Sorgue, France
RAJA Art, Roissy, France
Imago Mundi, Treviso, Italy.
La Collection d’oeuvres d’art du canton de Bern, Bern, Switzerland
bePArt (Bern Public Art), Bern, Switzerland
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